
PREFACE TO TIIE I,ATIN EDITION

One hundred nfly years have not yet passed since Pius D( thought of
collecting and publishing the law of the Church when he reflected on the fact

that new attention should be given to Eastern atrairs, rites would be enhanced
morals corrected and discipline restored. n'Nor did it escape the most wise

Pontiff that one must begin with the earliest Greek fontes whence so much

later came to the East and finally to the north" (Pitra, Iuris . .., preface). At
the request of the Supreme Pontiff, John Baptist Pitra, O.S.B., later a cardinal,
searched for the scattered sowces of Eastern law. With the pope's assistance,

Pitra collected the results of his investigation and with the pope's support he

published what he had collected in trryo volumes under the title .ftrnls

ecclesiastici graecorum historia et monurnenta.

Since that Roman Pontiff desired that "the deposit of the Catholic,faith in
the East would be preserved inviolate and in its entirety, that ecclesiastical

discipline continue to develop and that the sacred liturgy would shine forth
with all holiness and splendof' (Acta Pii IX,IJI, 4ff2'4fi3), he established, by

the apostolic constitutionRotnani Pontifices of 6 January lb2,aspecial group

of distinguished fathers called The Congregation for the Propagation of the
Faith for the Affairs of the Eastern Rite. The Pontiff also defined the scope

of the group's task to be undertaken and wished that there be a cardinal

Innens on a stable basis "who would undertake the task of carefully directing
the studies which are necessary to collect the canons of the Eastern Church
and to examine, where necessary, all Eastern books of whatever type whether
they deal with versions of the Holy Bible or catechetics or discipline' (ibid.,

410).

At the same time when studies of Eastern canonical issues were beeinning,

not a few bishops of the Eastern Churches, who were asked to propose

questions for the First Vatican Council, judged that the revision of Eastern

canon law should be part of the agenda of that council.' Among those who

expressed such a position were especially Gregory Yussef, Patriarch of the

Melkite Church, who vehemently complained about the poverty of Eastern

canon law in each rite (Mansi 49: ?ffi) and Joseph Papp Szilagyi, the Eastern

rite bishop of Oradea Mare, who earnestly desired the restoration of the
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numerous chapters of ecclesiastical discipline, describing nearly an entire Code
(ibid., a9: 198).

The First Vatican Council preparatory commission on tle missions and
Churches of the Eastern rites in its sbCh meeting acknowledged that the
Eastern Churches were in great need of a Code of canon law which would
make up their discipline and indeed a Code of great authority, complete and
common to all nations and also accomnodated to the circumstances of the
times (ibid., 49: t0L2).

When however, the same commission drew back from this opinion as the
work progressed, calling rather for a unity of discipline for the entire Churcb,
it had the effect that in the council hall strong words were offered favoring the
keeping of Eastern discipline (Maasi 50: 31, Y, 45-4,7+7r.

Among those who expressed this view, Patriarch Jopeph Audq head of the
Chaldean Catholic Churc\ at the sixteenth general sessioq desired a variety
"in those things 6fts1 than faitl" as certainly an argument of "divine power
and omnipotence in the unity of the entire Catholic Church"; he also
strenuously argue4 especially for his own patriarchal Churc\ that priority of
place and tine be given to the collection of a new canon law, in conformity
with the ancient cianons and the demands of the councif to be presented to
the fathers for approval (ibid., 50: 515 and 516).

After the First Vatican Council was prematurely ended because of the
pressure of events, Leo XII, thoroughly informed about all Eastern issues in
numerous "conferences of Eastern patriachs", highly extolled "the legitimately
approved variety of Eastern liturgy and discipline", which admirably illustrates
the mark of catholicity of the Church of God (apostolic letter Oientaliunt
dignitas, 30 November 189d prooern.)

Under the wise direction of the same Pontiff, since the revision of the
canonical discipline of the Eastern Churches was everlnvhere desired and at
the same time since there seemed to be nothing more desirable than each
individual Church to undertake the project and submit it for the approbation
of the Apostolic See, many particular synods were held. Among the most
outstanding were the Sharfet Spod of the Syrians in 1888, the Lvov Spod of
the Ruthenians in 189t the two Alba-Julia Synods of the Romanians of 1882
and L900 and the Alexandrian Synod of the Copts in 1898. The last of these
slmods, in which the principle ftsxdings of the canonical discipline of the
individual Churches were treated and completely revised, was the Armenian
Spo4 which was called by St. Pius X in Rome in 1911, which was to deal
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with *the rights of patriarchs and bishops, correct direction of the faithftl,
discipline of the clergy, institutes of monks, missionary needs, fitting divine
worship, and the Sacred Liturgy'' (letter, Vobis plane,30 August 1911).

If the acts and decrees of the aforementioned spods are considered, along
with those which were published in previous times such as the Spod of
Mouat Lebanon of the Maronites, held in 1736 and approved by Benedict
XIY in forma specifica (Breve, 

^Slhgu 
taris Romanorunr, 1 Septemb er l74L), and

the Ain-Traz Synod of the Greek Melkites celebrated in 1835, they nearly
create the impression at that time that as many canonical orders approved by
the supreme Church authority would be needed as,there were Eastern rites
within the bosom of the Catholic Church. Such syrods in a certain sense

sketched out the disciplinary patrimony of all the Eastern Churches rooted in
the sacred canons of the early Church. Meanwhile, for the Latin Church, the

"Code of Canon Lauf' initiated earnestly and wisely by the apostolic letter
Ar&um sane munus of 19 March 19(X, was gradually being prepared.

Durrng 19L7, Benedict XV not only promulgated the Code of Canon Law
for the Latin Church "fulfilling the expectation of the whole Catholic world'
(motu propriq Cum iuris canonici,l5 September 1917),but also highly valued

the need of the Eastern Churches "sincer" as he wrote, "they offer from time
immemorial clear light of holiness and doctrine and even now light without
interruption other Christian areas" (motu proprio, Dei providcnfis, 1 May
1917). The same Pontiff created the Sacred Congregation for the Oriental
Church on 1 May l9l7 and, as we read nthe Code of Conon law promulgat-
ed on Pentecost ofthat year, he determined that the congregation possessed

nearly all the faculties which other congregations have for the Churches ofthe
Latin rite (c.X7, $2). This was done in order to provide appropriately for the
achievement of those objectives which could scarcely be realized by the
individual Eastern Churches on account of the difficult nature of the juridical
task. Furtherrnore, in October of the same year, tie same Pontiff founded in
Rome the Pontifical Institute of Oriental Studies for special higher studies of
Eastern matters *for the sake of generating the hope of recapturing the
ancient prosperity of the Catholic East." He ordered that in it besides other
disciplines, the canon law of all Eastern Christian people would be explored
and taught (motu proprio, Orientis catholici,l5 October 1917).

Indeed in the first year of its work the Saced Congregation for the

Oriental Church gave certain responses to Churches in which canon laws were
sorely neglected or had fallen to disuse, or had beeome obsolete or lacking or
which (Churches) felt that they could nake progress in the light of the
recently promulgated Code of Canon Law while pufting aside, as it were, their
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own proper tradition. The congregation did this with the intent that, in line
with the custom of the earliest days, new laws might be developed in the
syrods of the individual churches and submitted to the Apostolic see for
review.

Little by little the prevailing opinion in all churches, was that there was
nething better than a cory)us legetn whose laun were or ought to be common
to all the Eastern churches, a task to be achieved under the direction of the
Apostolic See and leadi"g to promulgation by the Supreme Pontiff.

Therefore, in an audience with the cardinal secretary of the Sacred
Congregation for tle Oriental Church, Aloysius Sincero, on 3 August 197,
after having considered the mind of the cardinal members of that songrega-
tion elpressed in a plenary meeting of the congregation a few days earlier,
Pius XI judged the codification of Eastern canon law not only to be necessary
but among the most urgent issues and decreed that he would preside over it.

Nevertheless, the codification of Eastern canonical discipline had its true
beginning n lng.

At the beginning of that year, on January 5, the Supreme pontiff ordered
a consultation with the heads of Eastern churches especially patriarchs, "so
that after consulting one another, they would freely indicate what they think
about this important task and at the same time express their mind about how
and in what way the work should be undertaken especially in regard to the
discipline, traditions, necessities and privileges of each rite so that the
codification would be truly useful to the clerg5l and people of those churches"
(AAS 2l1Ly29l69). Furthermore, the patriarchs and archbishops presiding
over the various rites were to designate for each rite, by July 20, a suitable
priest who would collaborate in the aforementioned project.

On April T7, it aa audience with the cardinal secretary of the Sacred
Congregation for the Oriental Church, tle Supreme Pontiff constituted a
special council ofthe Presidency which had been thought about since 1927.
The members of the council were Cardinals Peter Gasparri, Alopius Sincero,
Bonaventure cerretti. A small commission of consultors consisting of three
e4perts in law was added to the council

The same year, tle Council of the Presidency, after a serious reflection on
t.he responses ofthe heads ofthe Eastern churches on the opportuneness of
codification under the auspices of the Apostolic see and the appropriate
method of proceeding, in a plenary session held on July 4 not only discovered
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a nearly unenirnsusly sentiment among the Easterners favoring such a project
but also referred to the Supreme Pontiff numerous suggestions pertinent to
tle enterprise.

In an announcement dated 17 July 1935, after a serious reflectioq the
Supreme Pontiff stated:

1. that historical-canonical studies, which were called "preparatoq;/',
would be undertaken of the laws and customs of each of the Churches
by priests the bishops chose to send to Rome;

2. that schemata of canons prepared by these delegated priests would
be sent to all ordinaries for their observations;

3. that the juridical sources of each of the Churches, especially the
canonical ones, would be searched for and published under the

direction of experts in the science and history of canon law (AAS 27

[1e351 306-307).

To accomplish that task, in an audience on 23 November 199, Pius )fl set

up a Commission of Cardinals for the Preparatory Studies of the Eastern
Codification. That fact was announced in the official ammentary Acta
Apostolicae,Sedls on 2 December 1929 @. f69). Peter Gasparri was the
cardinal president and the members were Cardinals Alopius Sincero,
Bonaventure Cerretti and Francis Ehrle; Father, later Cardinal, Amleto John
Cicognam, then assessor of the Sacred Congregation for the Oriental Church,
was appointed secretary.

Two colleges of experts were added to the Commission of Cardinals
according to the criteria established by the Supreme Pontiff in an audience on
July lii of that year. The college of Eastern delegates was to assist the
cardinal members of the commission in preparing a preparatory draft of the
Eastern Code of Canon Law; the college of consultors was "to collect the
souroes for the Eastern codification."

In the first college were fourteen priests chosen "in s1mod", in accord with
the e:rpressed will of the Supreme Pontiff, by the bishops of each of the
Eastern Churches so that they truly represented the bishops and so that from
the very beginning they would bring an authentically Eastern voice to the
Eastern Code. To these priests four religious experts in canon law who lived
in Rome were added.

I
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In the other college were twelve priests, experts in the science of the fonts
and of great erudition, who, according to the desire of the Supreme pontiff,
were to collect the sources of Eastern canonical discipline in such a way as not
only to serve the interests of science but also and primarily to assist greatly in
the development of the codification of the Eastern canor$.

At the request of the Supreme Pontiff in an audience on Z March 1930,
the na-es of these priests, who worked with great distinction in the prepara-
tion of the Eastern codificatioq were announced publicly in L'osseruatore
Romano in the April 2nd edition that year.

six years of untiring study and intense work by the commission led to the
completion of the preparatory work on the Eastern codification. Indeed all
the chapters of canonical discipline, in a fashion uaa4imsusly requested by the
delegates of the Eastern churches, time and again.were discussed in 183
6estings and then arranged appropriately in rarious schemata and which were
sent to the Eastern bishops to obtain their opinions. Ancient and more recent
sources of canonical discipline were diligently collected by the commission and
printed by the sacred congregation for the oriental church in thirteen large
volumes. rn l93. they were given not only to the commission but were also
made available to institutss sf higher studies. All of this shows the geat
solicitude of Pius Xr for the codification of Eastern canons. He wished io be
thoroughly informed about the work of the commission in twenty four
audiences and, after the preparatory studies had been completed, he spared
no effort to proceed as quickly as possible to a redaction of a code of Eastern
canon law as he called the code to be prepared "until a better title could be
found" (in the audience of 5 July 1%$.

In 1935, in an audience on June 7, the Supreme Pontiff determined that
a new commission would be established which was to organize the work of
redaction and prepare a text of canons. after carefully examining the
observations on the previous schemata that had been sent in by the Eastern
bishops. This appeared as a notice in the official commentary Acta Aposari-
cac Sedis on July 17 of the same year where in addition to the name, the
composition and the competence of the commission were established (r4.,4s
n V%51306-308). That Pontifical Commission for the Redaction of the
Eastern code of canon Law, as it was now calle4 at the outset consisted of
only four cardinal members: Aloysius Sincero who was president, Eugenio
Pacelli" later Pius XII, Julio serfini and Peter Fumasoni-Biondi. For the nefr
thirty-seven years, the duration of the life of the commissioq many cardinals
succeeding others after their death were numbered among the members of the
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commission as well as the patriarchs of the Eastern Catholic Churches after
the close of tle Second Vatican Council.

When Cardinal Alopius Sincero died on 7 February 1936 he was

succeeded on the 17th of tle same month by Cardinal Massimo Massimi

under whose wise guidance the hard work of redaction of the Eastern Code

of Canon Law was nearly brought to its completion. Testimonies to his

efforts were the tlree noteworthy parts of the Code which were promulgated

before his death by Pius XII.

Cardinal Massimi was succeeded by Cardinal Peter XV Agagianian, who
until the end of l962had,been the head of theArmenian Catholic Church and

who directed the commission until his death on 6 May 191.

Father Acacio Coussa BA. was narned secretary of the commission and

he undertook his office with great fidelity until he was named a cardinal.
Then, after the work of drafting an Eastern Code was interrupted by the

Second Vatican Council, Father Daniel Faltin, O.F.M. Conv. undertook the

task of "assistant" until the commission went out of existence.

To assist the cardinal members of the commission" thirty experts were

appointed consultors, the great part ofwhom were selected from priests ofthe
Eastern Churches. They were a"nounced tn the Acta Apostolicac Sedis 27

(193t 308. The principle task of the college of consultors was to review the

observations of the Eastern bishops on the previous drafts and to add their
oum considerations for submission to the cardinal members of the comnis-
sion. This was acsomplished in seventy-eight sessions, the last of which was

held on 3 November 1939.

Meeting seventy three times the Cardinals diligently drafted the Eastern

Code of Canon Law, constantly supported by the Supreme Pontiff, who

followed the entire drafting process assiduously selected individual articles of
canons for private study and also wanted the systematic arrangement of the

whole body of law to be divided into twenty-four titles comparable to the

model of many collections of the genuine Eastern tradition.

ln 1943 and 1944, this Corpus now published in one volume, was given to
Acacio Coussa, BA., Aemelio Herman, S.J., and Arcadio Larraona, C.M.F.
as "coordinators" so that the work would be most accurate and clear. Tten,
after the whole Code had been printed again, it was emended again and again

in 1945 by the cardinal fathers during nineteen meetings. In January of 19t18,

it was presented to the Supreme Pontiff.
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It was felt that promulgatiol sughf to take place in stages. Therefore, at
the beginning of 1949, the supreme Pontiff ordered the following texts to be
printed for promulgation: the canons on the sacrament of marriage, which
seemed most urgent, and for the sake of the administration of justice, the
canons on trials; they were titles )cII and )oil of the schema of the code.

On22 February 1949, the feast of the Chair of St. peter at Antiod the
canons on the sacrrrnent of marriage were promulgated in the motu propio
crebrac allatae sunt and were to take effect on May 2nd (AAS 4l [19491 g9-
1le).

By the apostolic letter Sollicitudinem Nostram of 6 January 1950, on the
feast of the Epiphany, the canons on trials were promulgated with a vacatio
of an.entire year; they were to take effect on 6 January t9fl Qarag 4f-'JISAI
s-Ln).

On the feast of Saint q/ril of Alexandria, pontiff and Doctor, by the
apostolic letter Postqtwn apostolicis littefis gveD-motu propio on 9 February
1952, the canons oa lsligious, temporal goods and 1fuE 6Eaning of words weri
pronulgated to take effect on November 21st of the same year, the feast of
tle Presentation of the Blessed Virgt" Mary (AAS MIL}SZ! 65-150). The
three sections which are contained in this apostolic lelter came from the
following titles of the schema of the Code:

Title XIV: Monks and other lslignous.
Title XIX: Temporal goods of the Church.
Title XXIV: The meaning of words.

Subsequently, by the apostolic letter Ctei sanctitsti gryen motu propio on
2 June 1957, Pius XII, as a kind of birthday gift, promulgated the canons on
Eastern rites and on persons which would take effect on the feast of the
Annunciation of the Blessed Virgn Mary in the next year (AAS 49 IIIS/1436-
600). These canons were drawn from the five following titles of the code:

Title II: Eastern rites.
Title III: Physical and moral persons.
Title tV: Clerics in general.
Title V: Clerics in particular.
Title VII: l,aity.

of the 2666 canons in the 1945 code, three fifths were promulgated. The
other 1095 canons, remai"ed in the archives of the commission. 

-
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Once the Second Vatican Council was called by John )Oilil and given the
fact that the entire canonical discipline of the Church would have to be
revised in the light of its counsels and principles, the drafting of the Eastern
Code of Canon Law was interrupted. However, other functions of the
commission continued including, among others, these which are especially
worthy of nention: the task of authentically interpreting those parts of the
Code that had already been promulgated and the task of preparing an edition
of the fontes of Eastern canon law.

In mid L972 the Supreme Pontiff, Paul VI, established the Pontifical
Conmission for the Revision of the Eastern Code of Canon Law and at the
same time determined that the previous commission, which had been
established in 1935 to formulate the Code, would go out of existence. The
announcemeol sf this was published'tn L'Ossenatore Romano on 16 June
t972.

The shape of the new commission assured its Eastern nature. For the
college of commission members, of which there were 25 at first and then
became 38, was composed of patriarchs and heads of the Catholic Eastern
Churches with the addition of some cardinals heading dicasteries of the
Roman Curia which were competent regarding the Eastern Churches. A
college of 70 consultors to the commission was composed in large part of
bishops and presbyters of the Eastern Churches and some Latin rite clerics
and laity who were expert in Eastern canonical discipline.

It should not be omitted that some outstanding men from Eastern
Churches which are not in full communion with the Catholic Church had also

been invited as observers to collaborate in the revision of the Code.

The task of Commission President was given to Cardinal Joseph Parecattil"
Archbishop of Ernakulam of the Malabar Church. He undertook this task

energetically up to the last day of his life (20 February 1987), With the death
of the cardinal president, the office of president of the commission remained
vacant from that time on.

The vice president of tle commission was Ignatius Clement Mansourati,
titular bishop of Apamea of the Syrians, who remained in that position for five
years. He was succeeded on 15 lvne 1V77, by Myroslav Stephen Marusp,
titular bishop of Cadi of the Ukranian Church, who functioned as vice-
president until the end of 1982. On December 20 of that year, Aemilius Eid,
titular bishop of Sarepta of the Maronites, was appointed vice-president of the
comnission.
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Father lvan hvZek of the Society of Jesus was the only secretary, moving
from pro-secretary to secretary on 22 October !977.

The mandate given to the commission by the Supreme Pontiff was to
reform the entire Eastern Code of canon law thoroughly especially in the light
of the decrees of the Second Vatican Council{oth the parts already
published and those sections which had been completed by the prior
commission but which had not been promulgated.

The Supreme Pontiff, Paul M, at the solemn inauguration of the work of
the commission in the Sistine Chapel on 18 March L974, clearly established
and eloquently articulated the "magna charta" of the entire revision process.
The Supreme Pontiff presented two principle concerns to the whole commis-
sion: that they revise tle canon law of the Eastern Catholic Churches
accordirg to the mind of the Second Vatican Council and according to the
true Eastern tradition.

Greatly concerned about the salvation of souls, which is the ultimate end
of each and every ecclesiastical rule, the Supreme Pontiff especially highlight-
ed the salutary and new impulse to the renewal of Christian life which the
second vatican council had desired and promoted for the entire church. So
too, he ordered that the Code should respond to the needs of life today and
tle true conditions of time and place which constantly and quickly change. It
should observe a coherence and harmony with sound tradition and at the
same time be in keeping with the specific task which pertains to the christian
faithful of the Eastern churches of "fostering the unity of all christians, in
particular those of the Eastern churches according to the principles laid down
in the decree . . . nOn ecumenismo." (OE U).

The plenary session of the members of the commission on L8-23 March
lW4, at which by the good will of tle Supreme Pontiff, all the consultors of
the commission and even the observers of the non-catholic Eastern churches
took part, without a deliberative vote, unanimously approved those principles
which were to guide the commission consultors in the various study groups
which would draft the schemata of canons.

Among those principles, which are of public record in the acts of the
commission published in three languages (Nuntia 3), the principle ones were:
1) keeping in mind the unique patrimony of the sacred canons, that one Code
would be developed for all Eastern churches which would be adapted to the
circumstances of today; 2) the naturE of the Code is to be truly Eastern"
namely in keeping with the demand of the Second vatican council concerning
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the preservation of the proper disciplines of the Eastern Churches which are

"guaranteed by ancient discipline and seem to be better suited to the customs
of their faithful and to the good of their souls" (OE 5) and therefore the Code
is to express the discipline contained in the sacred sanons and customs
sommon to all the Eastern Churches; 3) the Code is to agree with the unique
function of fostering unity among all Christians, particularly Eastern, given to
the Catholic Eastern Churches by the Second Vatican Council according to
the conciliar decree 611 sss6snism; 4) as far as possible the Code is to be
juridical in nature; it is clearly to define and protect the rigbts and obligations
ofphysical andjuridic persons toward one another and also toward ecclesiasti-
cal society;5) in addition to justice, concer.ns of charity, humanity, temperance
and moderation shall be the foundations of the formulation of the law in the
Code so that pastoral care for the good of souls is especially fostered and
norms to be observed in the strict sense will not be imposed unless they are
for the Eommon good and general ecclesiastical discipline; 6) the principle of
"subsidiaritt'', as it is called, is to be observed in the Code; thus it should
contain only those laws which in the judgnent of the Supreme Pastor of the
universal Church, are considered to be common to all Eastern Catholic
Churches, everything else is to be committed to the particular law of the
individual Churches.

In regard to the systematic arrangement of the Code, it should be noted
first of all that the Code of Eastern Canon Law was to be organized not in
books like the Latin Code but in twenty-four titles. Here the revision
comnittEe has reflected the intent of the two previous commissions going
back to 1929 and the will of the Supreme Pontiffs Pius XI and Pius XII.
Indeed Pius XI, 8 February 1937, expressly decreed that the Code be
sptematically arranged into titles. Pius XII, from his own work in the
commission before his election as Supreme Pontiff and his continuing
assiduous and constant, care for the whole work of the commissioq in an
audience on Zi December 1945 (cf . Nuntia 26: 82.83) approved tle aforemen-
tioned arrangement of twenty-four titles in a form which had been unanimous-
ly approved and accepted by the cardinal members of the commission in their
plenary session of November 20th of the same year. However, the pope had
moved some sections from one title to another.

There was no serious reason to call into question this systematic arrange-
ment approved by the popes. Indeed the study groups of the commission,
when addressing the issue, endorsed the same arrangement as appropriate on
the basis of various arguments adapted to contemporary circumstances of life.
Bishop Myroslav Stephen Marusyn, vice-president of the commission, clearly
reported this to the 1980 Syrod of Bishops. This arrangement was accepted

)ood
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by the consultative bodies and there were hardly any contrary opinions.
Indeed the members of the commission, in a plenary session in November of
1988, approved this arrangement as the way of proceeding.

The first te:rt of the Code revised by the commission consultors was
accomplished over a six year period. The consultors, $et up into ten study
groups, vigorously went about their work, meeting nearly one hundred times
in lengthy periods of usually fifteen dap.

This textn conveniently dishibuted as eight schemata, was brought to the
Supreme Pontiff at various times to obtain his approval, so that it might be
sent to consultative bodies, indeed to the entire episcopacy of the Catholic
Eastern Churches, dicasteries of the Roman Curia, schools of higher studies
in Rome and to the unions of superiors general of roligious. Thess groups
were asked to e4press their opinions and observations withiu an interval of six
montls from the time each schema was sent.

The schemata were sent to the consultative bodies in this order: in June
1980 "Schema of canons on divine worship and especially the sacraments"; in
December 1980 "Schema of canons on monks and other religious and
societies and other institutes of consecrated life"; in June 1981 "schema of
sanons on evangelization of nations, ecclesiastical magisterium, and ecume-
nism"; in September 1981 "schema of canons on general norms and temporal
goods" and "Schema of canons on penal sanctions in the Church,,; in
November 1981 "Schema of canons on clerics and laity''; in February 1982
"Schema of canons on protection of rights, that is, processes"; in October
1984 "schema of canons on the hierarchical constitution of the Eastern
Churchcs".

Nothing shovn the collegial nature of the revision of the Code more than
the great anm[s1 and the serious irnport of responses sent to the commission
and the weighty arguments contained in them. The entire episcopate of the
Eastern Catholic Churches and other consultative groups made an extremely
valued and serious contribution to the work of revising the Code. It should
also be noted that the schemata were made public so that thE work which was
produced by the commission would be available so that everyone, especially
experts in canon law, could express their mind and thereby enhance the final
text of the Code.

All observations, none excepted, arranged in an orderly way, were
entrusted to special study groups for careful examination so that the te*
migbt be revised according to the desires of the consultative bodies. The text
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of the Code was again revised in these groups by the commission consultors
and some other orperts in the matters which were being treated. As thE text
was being revised it was made public in Nuntia in the reports of the acts of
the commission.

The revised schema appropriately allanged in n singls te:rt of thirty titles
was entrusted to a special study group called the "coordinating committee".
This group was to see to the internal cohesion and unity of the Code, to
reconcile discrepancies and ambiguities, to ensure, as far as possible, that
juridical terms had a univocal meaning, to remove elements that were
repetitious or less appropriate, to provide consistency in spelling and punctua-
tion.

In October 1986, 'The Schema of the Eastern Code of Canon Lart'', was
printed and presented to the Supreme Pontiff who oldered on the 17th of the
same month, the feast of St. Ipatius of Antioch, that it be sent to the
members of the commission for review and judgment.

The observations of the members of the commissioq arranged in an
orderly fashion, were subject to examination by a special study group of
consultors called to assess the various observations which met twice for fifteen
dala. This group was to evaluate the observations, propose appropriate
changes in the te:fr, or if the tsrt was to remain the same, to orplain the
reasons why the observation was not accepted as persuasive. The observations
and the opinions of this group were collected into one volume which was sent
to the commission menbers in April 1988, which observations and opinions
were submitted to the examination and judgment of the commission members
in a plenary meeting of the commission which was held some months later.

In the meantime, the "coordinating committee", which had never stopped
working proposed many changes to be incorporated into the text of the
catrons, generally stylistic in character. The committee judged that some
changes, which affected the substance of the canons, should be made ex officio
so that there would be absolute agreement between the canons, and lacunae
in the law, insofar as possible, would be filled by appropriate norms. All of
this material was likewise collected and sent to the members of ttre commis-
sion in July 1988 for their examination and judg'"ent.

From the 3rd to the 14th of November, L988, there took place in the
Bologra Room of the Apostolic Palace a plenary meeting of the members of
the commission, convoked by the Supreme Pontiff, to decide whether the
whole revised text of the Code was worthy to be submitted to him for
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promulgation at a time and in a menner determined by him. At this meeting
questions proposed by at least five of the members of the commission were
debated. The final vote on the scbema of the Code, which was conducted on
each title separately at the request of the commission members, ftad this
resulfi all titles pleased the majority of the members and most passed almost
unanimously.

The latest sciena, amended in accord with the desires of the commission
members and now c,alled Code of Canons of the Eastem Churches, was
reproduced in ten copies called "informatica". It was given to the Supreme
Pontiff on 28 January 1989 with the petition that it be promulgated.

However, the Supreme Pontiff then reviewed the latest text himself with
the help ofsome experts and consulted the vice-president and secretary ofthe
Pontifical Comnission for the Revision of the Eastern Code. He subsequently
ordered that it be published and finally decreed on 1 October 1990 that the
new Code would be promulgated on tle 18th day of "the same month.
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